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It has recently been found by using temporal and spatial numerical simulations that steady optimal

streaks of moderate amplitude, i.e., sufficiently large but not exceeding the critical amplitude for the

inflectional instability, are able to reduce the growth of Tollmien–Schlichting sTSd waves up to their

complete suppression. This investigation aims at experimentally verifying this stabilizing effect by

generating stable and symmetric, close to sinusoidal, streaks of moderate amplitudes s,12% of the

free-stream velocityd by means of a spanwise array of cylindrical roughness elements. The

three-dimensional s3Dd streaky base flow is then subjected to a secondary instability generated

through a spanwise slot in the plate by means of regulated blowing and suction. In this study the

stabilizing role of the streaks on TS waves is unambiguously confirmed and by increasing the height

of the roughness elements, thus inducing larger amplitude streaks, we are also able to show that the

stabilizing action on the TS waves increases with the streak amplitude. These results are the first to

confirm the numerical predictions reported in earlier works. The full cross-stream plane has been

measured at different downstream positions allowing a complete evaluation and comparison of the

different amplitude measures used in previous experimental works. Furthermore, theoretical impulse

response analysis and stability calculations are applied to the present experimental streaky base flow

enabling a qualitative comparison of the 3D modulated TS wave distribution. © 2005 American

Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1897377g

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Boundary layer streaks

The boundary layer developing on a flat plate is nomi-

nally two dimensional s2Dd and is well described by the

Blasius and Falkner–Skan similarity solutions when the pres-

sure gradient is constant along the plate.
1

However, it has

been known for a long time that it is very difficult to observe

a two-dimensional s2Dd boundary layer unless in extremely

well controlled situations. Very small amounts of noise, such

as free-stream turbulence or wall imperfections, are able to

induce non-negligible spanwise variations of the boundary

layer profiles. This sensitivity is due to the “lift-up” effect:
2

streamwise vortices of very low amplitude, living in a high

shear region such as the boundary layer, are able to mix very

efficiently low momentum and high momentum fluid. This

eventually leads to large elongated spanwise modulations of

the streamwise velocity field called streamwise streaks. The

input/output energy ratio of the process has been optimized

in the linear framework
3,4

allowing the computation of the

optimal perturbation. This perturbation takes the form of

streamwise vortices, which induce steady and spanwise pe-

riodic streamwise streaks once forced at the leading edge of

the flat plate.

B. Previous investigations of the stability of streaky
boundary layers

1. Theoretical and numerical findings

In the absence of streaks, the 2D boundary layer be-

comes linearly unstable as the Reynolds number exceeds a

critical value; the instability is of viscous nature and the first

amplified wave is the 2D Tollmien–Schlichting sTSd wave.

However, the linear stability property changes in the pres-

ence of streaks. There is now a consensus that inflectional

type, high frequency, linear instabilities of inviscid nature

develop if the streak amplitude is large enough. A “numeri-

cal” family of streaky boundary layers has been obtained in

Ref. 5 by forcing steady optimal vortices
3,4

of finite ampli-

tude at the flat plate leading edge and by then computing the

induced flow by fully nonlinear simulations. By increasing

the amplitude of the vortices, streaky boundary layer flows

of increasing maximum streak amplitude are obtained. For

this particular but well defined family, the inflectional insta-

bility sets in when the amplitude of the streaks AST is larger

than 26% of the free-stream velocity U` in the inviscid

limit,
5

it is of sinuous antisymmetric type and of convective

nature.
6

The viscous linear stability of the streaks of the same

family but of moderate amplitude, AST,0.26U`, and there-

fore stable to inflectional instabilities, has later been investi-
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gated both by direct numerical simulation
7

and linear stabil-

ity analysis.
8

It was found that in the presence of the streaks,

the most unstable viscous waves evolve from 2D-TS waves

into three-dimensional s3Dd varicose fundamental modes,

here called “streaky-TS waves,” having almost identical

phase speed but lower growth rates than the corresponding

2D-TS waves. The stabilizing effect of the streaks on the TS

waves was found to increase with the streak amplitude and

begins to be non-negligible for streaks of amplitudes larger

than about 8% of U`. The comparison of these findings with

previous numerical and experimental studies has not been

straightforward because, in the past, most of the attention has

been focused on possible destabilizing resonances between

finite amplitude TS waves and streaks of the same order of

magnitude sabout 1% of U`d. Here we are interested in the

different case in which the streaks have already reached

moderate amplitudes, larger than about 5% of U`, and TS

waves are of very small amplitudes, smaller than 0.5% of

U`. Therefore we consider the streaky boundary layer as a

3D base flow in which linear 3D waves develop. This ap-

proach is appropriate, for instance, in the case if one would

artificially force streaks of finite amplitude in order to delay

the instability of the TS waves. In this context, only a few

investigations, essentially experimental are currently avail-

able, as summarized below, and when seen together they

give a somehow puzzled picture.

2. Experimental findings

A first type of streaky boundary layers is where streaks

are randomly forced by free-stream turbulence
9–11

where

“natural” TS waves were detected.
12

TS waves forced with a

vibrating ribbon in a boundary layer subject to free-stream

turbulence were found to be less amplified than the corre-

sponding 2D-TS waves but traveled at a very similar phase

speed.
13

The unsteadiness of the streaks as well as the ran-

dom character of their oscillations make the detailed com-

parison of these results with those from the linear stability of

the steady optimal streaks difficult.

Steady streaks have been generated using different ex-

perimental techniques resulting in different streak shapes.

The family of streaky boundary layers presumably most re-

sembling the numerical family induced by optimal vortices

was obtained by Tani and Komoda.
14

These authors used

small wings located outside the boundary layer to generate

the steady streamwise vortices. The maximum streak ampli-

tude achieved in these experiments was about 7% of U`. TS

waves were then forced in the boundary layer and they

showed characteristic M-shaped wall-normal profiles. How-

ever, no explicit measure of the growth rates or of the phase

speeds of such waves was provided. Kachanov and

Tararykin
15

generated the streaks by means of blowing and

suction at the wall. The maximum streak amplitude was

reached in this case at the location of the blowing-suction

slot. The forced TS-like waves had essentially the same

M-shaped structure previously observed by Tani and

Komoda.
14

These 3D waves were seen to travel at essentially

the same phase speed of the corresponding 2D-TS waves but

they were less amplified. In this study, the TS wave ampli-

tude was computed by spanwise integration of the rms values

taken at a fixed distance from the wall.

Bakchinov and co-workers
16

generated the streaks by us-

ing a spanwise periodic array of roughness elements placed

at the wall. For moderate streak amplitudes s,15% of U`d
where, no high frequency sinviscid-typed instabilities are

present, TS-like traveling waves are measured, with shapes

in accordance with the previous studies mentioned

above.
14,15

Taking as a measure of their amplitude the wall-

normal maximum of the rms profiles at different spanwise

stations, the waves were seen to grow in the high-speed

streak and decay in the low-speed streak.

Note that all three studies above show that the distur-

bance amplitude appears to grow faster in the high-speed

region as compared to the low-speed region, which is in

contrast to what intuitively is expected by considering only

the stability of the local velocity profile.

C. Scope of the present investigation

Even if the available experimental data on the shape and

phase speed of the TS waves developing in the presence of

streaks are in qualitative agreement and may allow for a

comparison with the numerical studies by Cossu and

Brandt,
7,8

there is still no conclusive experimental confirma-

tion of the predicted stabilizing effect of the streaks. As the

base flow sthe streaksd is 3D and changes in the streamwise

direction it is likely that the corresponding 3D TS waves will

also change their shape while traveling downstream. In that

case the best measure of their amplitude at a given stream-

wise station is probably given by an integration of the rms

values over the cross-stream swall-normal/spanwised plane.

In particular, the local energy density sover the cross-stream

planed measure was used in Refs. 7 and 8. However, in the

cited experimental studies the amplitude of the TS waves

was computed at fixed spanwise or wall-normal positions.

This leaves some uncertainty on whether the observed down-

stream evolution of the amplitude depends on a change in the

energy of the wave or on a relevant deformation of their

shape at constant energy. Furthermore the experimentally

generated base flow were not detailed enough to allow for a

comparison with the numerical findings obtained on the very

idealized family of optimal streaks. It is therefore impossible

to assess whether the behavior of these waves is due to the

different amplitude of the underlying streaks, due to their

particular shape, or due to the particular measure chosen to

quantify the traveling wave’s amplitude.

The main motivation for the present study has therefore

been to provide full cross-plane experimental measures of

the downstream development of 3D TS-like waves in well

documented streaky boundary layers. These data would al-

low to compare the different measures adopted for the wave

amplitude and to conclude about the stabilizing role of the

streaks for the particular flow under consideration. The

present streaks are generated by a spanwise array of equally

spaced roughness elements placed at the wall inside the

boundary layer at a given downstream distance from the

054110-2 Fransson et al. Phys. Fluids 17, 054110 ~2005!
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leading edge. The characteristics of the resulting streaky

boundary layer have been investigated and fully documented

in a previous study.
17

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the experi-

mental configuration used to generate the streaky base flows

and force the time periodic TS waves is presented. In Sec.

III, the essential features of the boundary layer flows, in

which the TS waves are introduced, are described. The am-

plitude evolution and the shape of the 3D streaky TS waves

is fully documented in Sec. IV, where the stabilizing role of

the streaks is unambiguously confirmed. In this section the

effect of choosing different amplitude measures is also dis-

cussed, followed by some theoretical comparisons and phase

speed calculations. The paper ends with a summary of the

main conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND EXTERNAL
PRESSURE GRADIENT

A. Test facility

The experiments were carried out at KTH Mechanics in

the minimum-turbulence-level sMTLd wind tunnel with a

setup similar to the one used in Ref. 17. A 4.2 m long flat

plate was mounted horizontally in the test section whose

dimensions are 7 m in length, 0.8 m in height, and 1.2 m in

width. The high flow quality of the MTL tunnel was recently

reconfirmed. At 25 ms−1 the streamwise turbulence intensity

is less than 0.025% of U` while both the cross flow turbu-

lence intensities are less than 0.035%. More details can be

found in an internal technical report by Lindgren and

Johansson.
18

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup.

The plate was the same as described in Klingmann et al.
19

designed in order to get a short pressure gradient region

without any suction peak at the leading edge region scf. the

work by Fransson
20d. A trailing edge flap is also mounted in

order to compensate for the extra blockage below the plate

due to the supports and the piping system for the TS wave

generation.

A Cartesian coordinate system is introduced scf. Fig. 1d.
The origin is located on the centerline at the leading edge

with x, y, and z axis directed along the streamwise, wall-

normal, and spanwise direction, respectively.

A single hot-wire probe, mounted on a computer con-

trolled five degree of freedom traversing mechanism, was

used to measure the streamwise velocity component shere

denoted by Ud using an AN-1003 constant temperature an-

emometer. The probe was built at KTH Mechanics and was

made of a 2.5 mm platinum wire with a distance between the

prongs of <0.5 mm.

The probe was operated at 50% overheat and was cali-

brated in situ far outside the boundary layer against a Prandtl

tube. The calibration function proposed by Johansson and

Alfredsson,
21

which compensates for the natural convection

effects, was used. The calibration coefficients were deter-

mined from a best fit of the data to the calibration function.

A heat exchanger, positioned in the return circuit just

after the fan, is capable to maintain a variation of the total

pressure and the temperature below ±0.06% and ±0.05°C,

respectively. Therefore no temperature corrections for the an-

emometer signal were needed.

B. Experimental setting

The streaky boundary layer was generated by means of

cylindrical roughness elements similar to those used and de-

scribed in Ref. 17. To get a good spanwise homogeneity nine

elements were periodically pasted on the plate surface. Rel-

evant parameters in this study are the boundary layer scale d

corresponding to Îxn /U`, the height of the roughness ele-

ment k, the cylinder diameter d, the spacing between the

elements Dz, and the distance from the leading edge where

the elements were located xk ssee Fig. 1 with caption for an

illustration of all parametersd.
TS waves were generated by time periodic suction and

blowing at the wall through a slot in a plug mounted in the

plate. The slot, located at x=190 mm from the leading edge,

is 330 mm long in the spanwise direction and 0.8 mm wide.

The disturbance signal was generated by the computer

through a D /A board to an audio amplifier driving two loud-

speakers, and the data set acquisitions were triggered by the

reference signal from the waveform generator. The loud-

speakers are connected to the disturbance source through 20

flexible tubes. A more thorough description of the distur-

bance generating system can be found in Ref. 22.

The amplitude of the loudspeakers signal was manually

adjusted for each frequency in order to keep the TS ampli-

tudes below 0.7% of the U` at branch II. The spanwise uni-

formity of the generated waves was checked by measuring

wall-normal distributions of TS amplitude at three different

spanwise positions in the 2D case.

The structure of the flow was depicted by traversing the

probe in the yz plane, with a minimum number of points of

31318, to 6–12 different streamwise positions depending on

FIG. 1. Schematic of the setup. k=1.3 or 1.4 mm, d

=4.2 mm, Dz=14.7 mm, and xk=80 mm.

054110-3 Experimental study of the stabilization of TS waves Phys. Fluids 17, 054110 ~2005!
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the frequency. At each point the measure was obtained by

acquiring three sets of samples with a frequency of 1 kHz.

C. External pressure gradient

The pressure gradient in the streamwise direction, gen-

erating the base flow, can be regulated by adjusting the ceil-

ing of the test section. Care was devoted to find a zero-

pressure distribution and an iterative procedure allowed a

small pressure gradient with a Cp variation of about ±0.01

over a streamwise distance of 2.2 m scf. Fig. 2d. However,

even though this value is very small and a Blasius-like base

flow was generated, it was decided to take into account the

small deviation by using a Falkner–Skan profile in the com-

parison with the theoretical stability analysis.

The Falkner–Skan sFSd family of self-similar mean ve-

locity profiles is obtained by varying the external pressure

gradient and assuming a free stream sU`d variation according

to

U`sxd , sx − x0dm, s1d

where m is the imposed pressure gradient sm.0 corresponds

to a favorable gradient and m,0 to an adversed. A virtual

origin is accounted for through x0, which is determined by

comparing the measured displacement thickness d* with the

theoretical value for the specific pressure gradient under con-

sideration. Since the shape factor H is uniquely defined by m,

its value is here determined by choosing the FS profile that

corresponds to the value of H=2.61 calculated from the ex-

perimental data at Re=601. This is the Re from where the

region of self-similar velocity profiles seems to have started

scf. Fig. 4d. This procedure gives a value of m=−0.0046.

Now, a comparison of the theoretical and the experimental d*

gives x0=−1.3 mm for U`=5 ms−1, which is used to correct

the data throughout this paper.

The pressure coefficient Cp is connected to m through

the differential equation

]Cp

]x
+ 2

m

sx − x0d
s1 − Cpd = 0, s2d

which is derived from potential flow theory together with Eq.

s1d. In Fig. 2 the choice of m is verified by plotting the Cp

values ssymbolsd, calculated from the velocity measure-

ments, together with the solution of the differential Eq. s2d
ssolid lined, where the initial condition has been chosen to fit

the experimental data. Note that m can also be determined

directly with a least square curve fit based on Eq. s1d, which

would result in m=−0.0031. This value, however, would

give a worse agreement in the stability analysis comparison

considered in Sec. IV.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BASE FLOWS
INVESTIGATED

This section reports the three-laminar base flows whose

stability have been investigated. The reference case is a FS

type of boundary layer with a “weak” adverse pressure gra-

dient, as discussed above, and will from here on be denoted

case R. Two “similar” sto each otherd streaky base flows

consisting of alternating high and low speed streaks subject

to the same pressure gradient as the R case are also consid-

ered. These streaky flows are generated by cylindrical rough-

ness elements of different heights, namely, k=1.3 and

1.4 mm, pasted on the plate with a spanwise spacing Dz

=14.7 mm. The two roughness heights correspond to k /dk

equal to 2.65 and 2.86, where dk is the boundary layer scale

at the position of the roughness element array xk, and will be

denoted cases S1 and S2, respectively. The free-stream veloc-

ity was kept constant at 5 ms−1 in all the experiments, result-

ing in maximum streak amplitudes of 11.6% and 12.4% of

U`. All the characteristics of the three base flows R, S1, and

S2 reported in this section are summarized in Table I.

A. The effect of the roughness elements on the base
flow

An important parameter related to the maximum achiev-

able streak amplitude is the roughness height Reynolds num-

ber Rek=Usy=kdk /n ssee, e.g., the work by White and

Ergin
23d. There are two different ways of increasing Rek,

either by increasing U` or by increasing k. On the contrary to

the previous experiment,
17

here U` is kept constant and k has

FIG. 2. External pressure gradient along the flat plate. Symbols are mea-

sured data and solid line is the solution to Eq. s2d with m=−0.0046 and

x0=−1.3 mm.

TABLE I. Summary of the experimental base flow parameters. AST
* is the maximum streak amplitude in

percentage of U`. dk is evaluated at the position of the roughness elements x=xk.

Case U` sms−1d k smmd k /dk Rek Re b AST
* s%d

R 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

S1 5 1.3 2.65 340 163 0.21 11.6

S2 5 1.4 2.86 385 163 0.21 12.4
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been changed. This is in order to keep the same physical

boundary layer thickness and the same location of branches I

and II in the stability analysis for a given frequency, which

should make a direct comparison completely fair. For the TS

stability analysis we use the Reynolds number based on the

boundary layer scale, namely, Re=U`d /n.

The spanwise array of cylindrical roughness elements

modulates the 2D base flow into a 3D flow. In Fig. 3 we

display yz scans si.e., cross-stream planesd of both the mean

streamwise velocity ssolid bold linesd and of the deviation

from the spanwise mean sdotted and dashed linesd for the

three configurations considered. The streamwise locations

correspond to the streamwise position of maximum streak

amplitude, i.e., at <Re=401. Note that the undisturbed

boundary layer flow in Fig. 3sad also was scanned at its

streamwise station.

In Figs. 4sad and 4sbd the streamwise evolution of the

spanwise averaged shape factor H is shown for the cases S1

and S2, together with the R case plotted with sPd symbols.

The shape factors in the low- and high-speed streaks are also

reported in the plots by using dash-dotted and dashed lines,

respectively, while the dotted line corresponds to the theoret-

ical Blasius. Note, here, how close the R case is to a Blasius

boundary layer. It is clearly seen that the spanwise averaged

shape factor is decreased when the streaks are present, im-

plying a fuller and thereby a more stable wall-normal mean

velocity profile from a 2D point of view. However, as shown

in Ref. 8, such an analysis alone is not able to explain the TS

stabilization observed in the presence of streamwise streaks,

which is infact induced by the work of the spanwise shear

associated with the streak profile. Moreover, there is no no-

ticeable difference in the spanwise averaged H between the

two streaky flows.

FIG. 3. Base flows sat maximum streak amplituded for the R sad and the two

studied streaky flows S1 and S2 sb, cd of increasing roughness height. Solid

bold lines are velocity contours with an increament of U /U`=0.1 from the

wall. Dotted and dashed lines are negative and positive contours of spanwise

mean deviation sU− Ūzd /U`= ± f0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1g. b*=0.43 mm−1.

FIG. 4. sad Spanwise averaged shape factors for the R and S1 cases with sPd
and snd symbols, respectively. sbd Spanwise averaged shape factors for the

R and S2 cases with sPd and ssd symbols, respectively. Dotted, dash-dotted,

and dashed lines correspond to the theoretical Blasius and the experimental

low- and high-speed streaks, respectively. The error bars indicate the stan-

dard deviation calculated from three sets of data.
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B. Suboptimal streaks

The nonmodal growth of steady and spanwise periodic

streamwise streaks in a flat plate boundary layer has previ-

ously been studied and the discrepancy between the experi-

mental streaks and the theoretical optimally growing streaks

was clarified ssee the work by Fransson et al.
17d. The key

factor was found to be the wall-normal location and the ex-

tension of the laminar standing streamwise vortices inducing

the streaks in an experimentally feasible configuration. The

theoretical approach followed in Ref. 17, here denoted sub-

optimal perturbation theory, considers the evolution of the

optimal upstream vortices calculated at the same downstream

position sX0d as the roughness elements but compressed or

stretched in the wall-normal direction through a parameter c

sstretched 1,c,1 compressedd. In this way, it was possible

to reproduce the features of the experimentally generated

streaks and conclude that the difference with the optimal

perturbation is due to the fact that the upstream vortices are

located closer to the wall. In that paper it was also shown

that, even for the high amplitude streaks considered, after a

complex development in the region close to the elements, the

spanwise fundamental mode of the streak profile was clearly

the dominating mode downstream of the amplitude maxi-

mum. Therefore the following streak amplitude AST defini-

tion appears justified.

AST = max
y

hsUsydhigh − Usydlowd/2j/U`, s3d

where Usydhigh and Usydlow denote the velocity profiles in the

high and low speed regions, respectively.

The streamwise evolution of the streak amplitude AST is

plotted in Fig. 5 versus both Re and X. The rescaling to the

nondimensional x coordinate X= sb*d /boptd
2 has experimen-

tally been shown to produce a universal streak behavior.
5,17

The validity of the scaling above, derived directly from the

boundary layer approximation, implies that the streaks do

obey the boundary layer equations except in a small region

near the roughness elements. bopt is simply a proportionality/

scaling constant, which can be chosen freely, usually selected

such that at X=1 the spanwise wavenumber is the one that

produces maximum energy growth according to optimal per-

turbation theory si.e., bopt equals 0.45d. For a thorough ac-

count on this scaling the interested reader is referred to Ref.

17. In Fig. 5sad it is seen that the only difference between the

two cases S1 and S2 is the streak strength, since the two

curves essentially are parallel. Normalized to unity and plot-

ted versus X the two streak amplitude curves fall on top of

each other, confirming also in this case the validity of the

boundary layer approximation. Furthermore, the amplitude

evolution is in good agreement with the amplitude curve

predicted by suboptimal perturbation theory with a stretching

parameter of c=0.75. The difference at the first streamwise

measurement station is in fact due to the complicated flow

behavior observed just downstream of the roughness ele-

ments. In Fig. 5scd the wall-normal position of the maximum

streak amplitude is plotted versus the downstream distance to

show that the streaks are not self-similar as also predicted by

the theory ssolid lined. The departure from self-similarity is,

however, small as illustrated in Fig. 6 where the entire wall-

normal perturbation profiles are plotted for the different

streamwise stations shown in Fig. 5 and compared with the

theoretical profile at X=2. Note that the experimental pertur-

bation profiles are the spatial root mean square profiles in the

spanwise direction sand not in timed.

C. The stability of the generated streaks

The stability of the 3D streaky base flow was checked in

order to be sure that the TS waves are generated under steady

and stable conditions, and not influenced by nonlinear effects

caused by preexisting secondary instabilities on the streaks

nor by shedding from the roughness elements.

For high enough Rek a shedding on the roughness ele-

FIG. 5. sad Streak amplitude sASTd vs Re. sbd AST scaled with its maximum

and plotted vs X. scd Position of maximum AST above the wall. The symbols

sn,sd correspond to the S1 and S2 cases, respectively. Solid lines in sbd and

scd correspond to suboptimal perturbation theory with c=0.75 and X0

=0.218 ssee text for referenced. The error bars indicate the standard devia-

tion calculated from three sets of data.
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ments sets in. Whether this is a hairpin vortex type over the

top edge as discussed by Acarlar and Smith
24

or if it is a von

Kármán type of vortex shedding cannot be concluded from

the type of measurements performed here. The shedding fre-

quency is around 11 Hz and gives a clear peak in the energy

spectrum. Here, we can only conclude that the limitation to

create steady and stable streaks of higher amplitudes is not

due to an inviscid instability of the streaks themselves, but

rather due to an instability associated to the generating de-

vice si.e., the roughness elementsd.
The intermittency function g, computed as described in

the work by Fransson et al.,
9

is determined for increasing

Rek in order to show a local measure of the flow instability.

For the collection of those data the hot-wire probe was po-

sitioned at a fixed downstream location sx=326 mmd, behind

the middle roughness element and close to the wall, while

varying the free-stream velocity. The exact position above

the wall is not crucial for the repeatability since the intermit-

tency is fairly constant up to at least y /d*=2 scf. the work by

Matsubara et al.
25d. The free-stream velocity was varied be-

tween 4.8 and 5.8 ms−1 sresulting in 368,Rek,468d and at

each velocity 40 000 samples were collected at a rate of

1000 Hz, which were used for the intermittency calculations.

In Fig. 7 the intermittency behind the middle roughness

element, i.e., in a high-speed streak, is plotted versus Rek and

Re. From this figure the critical Rek sdefined as where the

intermittency equals 0.5d can be determined to be 422 for

this particular roughness element array in the MTL wind

tunnel. Note that the largest Rek that later was used for the

TS wave experiments was 385, i.e., well below the critical

value.

IV. 3D MODULATED TOLLMIEN–SCHLICHTING
WAVES

In order to illustrate the effect of streaks on TS waves

five different frequencies were investigated for both the R

and the S2 cases, while the S1 case only was investigated at

F=130. Throughout this paper the nondimensionalized fre-

quency F= svn /U`
2 d3106 will be used. In Fig. 8 the neutral

stability curves for the FS and the Blasius boundary layers

are shown together with five horizontal solid lines, which

indicate the five studied frequencies.

A. Shape of the eigenfunctions

The 2D generated TS waves are redistributed in the

spanwise direction at the instant they enter the boundary

layer in order to comply with the 3D modulated base flow.

An example of the fundamental TS mode sF=110d distribu-

tion close to branch II is illustrated in Fig. 9, where the

dotted lines indicate the location of low- and high-speed

streaks ssee caption for contour levelsd. Here, the data in the

figure has been smoothed by local spatial averaging. In con-

trast to the single peak profile in the high-speed region,

which resembles the amplitude profile in a 2D base flow, a

two-peak profile is observed in the low speed region. This is

in agreement with previous studies
15,16

and is best illustrated

in Fig. 10sad where the wall-normal profiles are plotted at

three spanwise locations together with the spanwise averaged

profile sbold solid lined. The three spanwise stations consid-

ered correspond to the high- and low-speed streaks and to the

position of maximum spanwise shear, denoted “shear speed.”

FIG. 6. Wall-normal perturbation profiles. Symbols correspond to different

X positions of the S2 case and the solid line corresponds to the suboptimal

theoretical profile at X=2.

FIG. 7. Intermittency factor vs Rek, which has been varied by changing U`

in the interval 4.8–5.8 ms−1.

FIG. 8. Neutral stability curves for the FS ssolid lined, with m=−0.0046, and

the Blasius boundary layers sdashed lined. The horizontal lines indicate the

five frequencies studied in the present investigation.
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In Fig. 10sbd the corresponding wall-normal phase distribu-

tions are shown and it is clear that the distribution is much

more complicated below h=3 as compared to the 2D case.

The streamwise evolution of the perturbation is shown in

Fig. 11 both at the high- sad and at the low- sbd speed loca-

tions. In the high-speed region the variation is not so dra-

matic as compared to the low-speed region where it is seen

that the amplitude of the outer peak decreases by a factor of

2 relative to the inner peak. It can also be seen that approach-

ing branch II the shape variations diminish and that the

maximum in the high-speed region is located at h=0.8 inde-

pendent of Re. Note here that the outer peak may reach

higher amplitudes in the low-speed region than in the high-

speed region around branch I, this result is, however, not

general but was also observed for F=90, i.e., for the two

lowest frequencies.

The Fourier content of the 3D modulated TS waves is

also analyzed. The wall-normal profile of the spanwise mean

and of the first two spanwise harmonics are shown in Fig. 12

at the two streamwise stations close to branch I and branch

II, and for the five frequencies under consideration. The bold

solid lines in the figures correspond to the averaged profile of

all the experimental data at each streamwise location. At

branch I a typical M-shape structure is clearly visible in the

FIG. 9. Experimental cross sectional measure of the streaky TS amplitude

for F=110 and close to branch II sRe=651d. Dotted lines indicate the loca-

tion of low- and high-speed streaks. The contour levels are

s0.5,1 ,1.5,2 ,2.5,3 ,3.5,4 ,4.5d 310−3 and b*=0.46 mm−1.

FIG. 10. sad Wall-normal TS ampli-

tude profiles and sbd corresponding

phase distributions of Fig. 9. ssd, sPd,
and spd correspond to the high-, the

low-, and the shear-speed spanwise lo-

cations. Bold solid line correspond to

the spanwise averaged profile. F=110

and Re=651.

FIG. 11. Wall-normal amplitude profile evolution for F=110. sad High- and

sbd low-speed location. Re=451,501,551,601,651. Ã corresponds to the

inner peak value in the high-speed location for each Re.
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first sb1d and second harmonic sb2d, being more apparent in

the latter. Further downstream the b2 component becomes

negligible and the profile scattered, and therefore it is not

reported in the figure, while the outer peak of b1 is still

apparent even if of smaller relative amplitude.

The downstream evolution of the energy associated to

each spanwise mode, defined as

B j = E
0

h*

b j dh ,

is shown in Fig. 13. Here h*=9 is used throughout this paper

if otherwise is not stated. In Fig. 13sad it can be seen that

most of the energy is in the spanwise independent mode. In

Fig. 13sbd the same data are divided by the energy B j at

branch I sB j,0d in order to follow the development of the

relative amplitude. It can be seen that the first harmonic

grows faster at the beginning while it decays faster close to

branch II. This may be related to the corresponding streak

evolution. As the streak amplitude increases, the TS becomes

more 3D and we have a relative increase of B1. On the con-

trary, further downstream with lower streak amplitudes, the

flow is less modulated and the TS waves also tend to return

to their original 2D structure. The same behavior is observed

for the other frequencies as well.

B. Amplitude measure and its downstream evolution

Several different TS amplitude/energy measures can be

found in the literature, and in the work by Fasel and

Konzelmann
26

a thorough investigation of the different mea-

sures has been performed. Experimentally one usually con-

siders a rather simple measure, namely, the local maximum

amplitude or energy of the streamwise velocity component at

fixed spanwise locations since both the wall-normal and the

FIG. 12. Fundamental mode decomposition at branches I and II. shd F=130, snd F=110, s1d F=150, s3d F=170, ssd F=90. Bold solid lines correspond

to the averaged profile of the experimental data.

FIG. 13. Integrated amplitude measure of the fundamental mode harmonics

b j=0,1,2. sad shows the absolute value and sbd the relative growth of the

different harmonics. The different lines correspond to B j=0,1,2 and are shown

in sad. F=130.
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spanwise perturbation components are difficult to measure.

However in a 3D periodic base flow, as studied here, the

wave eigenfunction depends on both the wall-normal and

spanwise directions, being periodic in the latter, and there-

fore it is necessary to integrate the amplitude in the cross-

stream plane to obtain a proper measure which also can be

used for comparisons with waves arising in 2D base flows.

Here we will use the following expression as a measure of

the modulated TS wave amplitude:

ATS
yz = E

0

2p E
0

h*
ATSsh,bzd

U`

dh dbz. s4d

Note that other amplitude measures, as discussed in the

Introduction, may give rise to different results. However, to

clarify these differences a separate section has been devoted

to this problem scf. Sec. IV Cd.
The present experimental data with the cross sectional

integral amplitude measure sATS
yz d defined above normalized

with ditto measure at branch sA0,TS
yz d shows unambiguously

that the TS wave growth is damped when these waves evolve

in a 3D sinusoidal base flow. Furthermore, Fig. 14 shows the

first experimental result ever on successively increased

damping of the TS waves with increasing streak amplitude.

Recall, that the only difference between the S1 and S2 cases

is the roughness element height, all other parameters are kept

constant. Figure 15 reveals that the damping is observed for

all frequencies studied. For low frequencies the effect seems

to be smaller which can be explained by the relatively low

streak amplitudes sAST,4% of U`d attained around branch

II in those cases. Note that in the present study the maximum

streak amplitude occurs close to branch I while in the theo-

retical works by Cossu and Brandt
7,8

the maximum streak

amplitude is close to branch II. Together with the higher

streak amplitudes considered in Refs. 7 and 8, this may ex-

plain the stronger stabilisation observed in the latter works,

where TS waves are even completely suppressed.

It can be seen that the steady streaks induced by the

roughness elements slightly delay the onset of the viscous TS

instability sbranch Id, and that the streamwise distance of

downstream growth sbranch IId is decreased. The stabilizing

effect is not only seen by the different location of the neutral

points but it can also be correctly, and maybe most signifi-

cantly, quantified by considering the total amplification of

the instability waves.

The two consequent measurement points in Figs. 14 and

15 giving maximum growth, for each frequency, are used for

estimating the overall growth factor sai=ai
*dd. Note that this

procedure, considering two discrete measurement points to

estimate the maximum slope, would ideally always result in

a growth smaller than the true one. In Fig. 16 the growth

factors in the 3D modulated base flows are plotted versus the

frequency and compared with the R case. The dashed line

corresponds to the FS growth factor curve from linear paral-

lel theory scf. Sec. IV Ed and the experimental measure has

been calculated as

− ai =
1

2

dhlogsATS
yz /A0,TS

yz dj

d Re
.

To end this section we investigate the effect of the wall-

normal truncation value h* in the cross-stream amplitude

measure fEq. s4dg. In Fig. 17 the relative change of ATS
yz be-

tween the R case and the S2 case for F=130 at branch II is

shown versus h*. One may conclude that the choice of h*

has a small effect on the value of ATS
yz /A0,TS

yz . If h* is chosen

FIG. 14. TS amplification curves for the R case sPd and for successively

increasing roughness heights S1 and S2 sn,sd. F=130. Solid lines are fitted

spline curves to the experimental data.

FIG. 15. TS amplification curves for the R case sPd and for the S2 case ssd
for different frequencies. Solid lines are fitted spline curves to the experi-

mental data.
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to be 6 instead of 9, as an example, the R symbol in Fig. 14

would approach the S2 symbol by <1.5% of the relative

distance at branch II.

C. Effect of the amplitude measure definition

Previous investigators of TS waves in streaky base flows

have not considered the entire cross-stream plane when cal-

culating the amplitude as done in this investigation. As men-

tioned in the Introduction and emphasized here, either the z

or the y section has been kept constant scf., e.g., the work by

Kachanov and Tararykin
15

and Bakchinov et al.,
16

respec-

tivelyd. In this section we intend to elucidate the differences

between the different amplitude definitions by reporting the

maximum, the y-integral, and the z-integral, measures.

The maximum is the traditionally used measure in 2D

base flows and has been shown to be the measure that agrees

best with spatial linear parallel stability theory sLPTd when

comparing amplification curves ssee Sec. IV E for a thor-

ough comparison between experiments and LPTd. This mea-

sure is simply the maximum value of the inner peak at a

fixed z position and will be denoted ATS
max. Note here that the

3D-TS amplitude profile in the low speed is M shaped, i.e., it

has an inner and an outer peak apart from the upper classical

peak at h,5−6.

As the y-integral measure we consider the integral of the

wall-normal TS profiles in the high- and low-speed streaks

and in the shear region between these two. The z-integral

measure considers the integral over one period of the span-

wise TS profiles at fixed h s=0.8d. This value of h corre-

sponds to the inner peak value in the high-speed region,

which is seen to be independent of Re. Note that Kachanov

and Tararykin
15

used h=0.9, which corresponded to the lo-

cation of maximum TS amplitude in the high-speed streak in

their particular streaky base flow. The y- and z-integral mea-

sures will be denoted ATS
y and ATS

z , respectively.

In Fig. 18 all three amplitude measures just mentioned

are shown for the perturbations with F=130. The maximum

measure shown in Fig. 18sad reveals that the strongest

growth is found in the high-speed region s1 symbolsd, which

is also the area where the highest absolute amplitude around

branch II is found. The maximum amplitude at the shear

location sp symbolsd is in between the values obtained con-

sidering the outer s3 and dash-dotted lined and the inner

peak s3 and solid lined of the perturbation in the low-speed

streak. Note that branch II is moved upstreams for all the

local spanwise measures when compared to the R case sP
symbolsd and that the relative growth also is longest for ditto.

Figure 18sbd shows that the y-integral amplitude measure

experiences a smaller growth than the maximum measure

sthe reason is discussed in Sec. IV Ed, and that the strongest

growth is found in the high-speed region, followed by the

shear, and then the low-speed region. The z-integral ampli-

tude measure also indicates that there is a damping effect and

is illustrated in Fig. 18scd. Note also that in contrast to the

eigenfunction in the streaky base flow the inner maximum of

a classical 2D-TS wave moves towards the wall with increas-

ing Re. For F=130 this movement is from about h=1.5 at

branch I to around h=0.5 at branch II. Therefore the maxi-

mum of the inner peak has also been followed and used as

the wall-normal position where the z integration is per-

formed. The corresponding relative amplification curve for

the R case is depicted by the dashed line in Fig. 8scd. Inter-

estingly this curve is slightly shifted downstream when com-

pared to the sPd-symbol case where h has been kept con-

stant. The observations above are valid for the other

frequencies considered as well and may be considered as a

general result for this particular 3D base flow sS2d.
As mentioned briefly above the difference between the

different amplitude measures come from the fact that the

shape of the mode changes under the combined effect of Re

sviscosity effectd and of the local streak profile sX effectd.

D. Phase speed

The phase speeds of the 3D-TS waves are computed by

considering the velocity at the three spanwise stations corre-

sponding to the low- and high-speed positions and to the

location of maximum spanwise shear. Measurements are

taken both close to the wall and further away in the boundary

layer, in both cases at constant h. As shown in Fig. 10sbd, the

FIG. 16. Experimental TS growth factors sai
*dd vs frequency. sP, n, sd

correspond to the sR ,S1 ,S2d cases, respectively. Dashed line is the theoret-

ical FS corresponding to the R case.

FIG. 17. Effect of wall-normal truncation in calculating the amplitude mea-

sure Eq. s4d. Confer the text for an example about how to interpret this

figure. TS cross-stream planes considered are for F=130 at branch II.
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phase is rapidly changing close to the maximum of the ve-

locity fluctuations profile whereas it is almost independent of

h in the upper part of the boundary layer. As a consequence,

the data at the latter position give more consistent results,

basically independent of the spanwise location. The stream-

wise evolution of the phase pertaining to the five frequencies

under consideration is shown in Fig. 19, whereas the values

of the phase speed extrapolated from the data in the figure

are summarized in Table II. It can be noted that the phase

speed increases with the frequency F. The phase speed of the

2D-TS waves, evolving in the undisturbed boundary layer,

can also be found in the Table II. These values, however, are

obtained by measuring only close to the wall around the

streamwise disturbance maximum which is the standard pro-

cedure in a 2D base flow. Furthermore, the values obtained

from the linear stability calculations are also reported in

Table II where the Re of maximum growth for each fre-

quency ssee Figs. 14 and 15d have been used for the theoret-

ical calculated values. This result seems to be in agreement

with the predictions by Cossu and Brandt
8

that the phase

speed is only slightly changed by the presence of streaks.

E. Comparison with theory

In this section we, first, analyze the difference between

the maximum versus the y-integral local amplitude measures

from a theoretical point of view using linear parallel stability

theory sLPTd. Second, impulse response analysis and stabil-

ity calculations are applied to the present experimental 3D

streaky base flow enabling a qualitative comparison of the

3D modulated TS wave distribution.

1. Comparison between different measures

The range of applicability of parallel stability theory was

not ascertained before Klingmann et al.
19

pursued the con-

jecture from Saric
27

that previous stability measurements in

Blasius boundary layers were influenced near the minimum

critical Re by leading edge pressure gradients, and designed

an asymmetric leading edge for their flat plate. The results

FIG. 18. Alternative amplitude measures. sad shows the maximum measure,

sbd the y-integral measure, and scd the z-integral measure. The different

symbols correspond to R case sPd; S2 case s1d high speed, spd shear, s3d
low speed, and ssd the spanwise integrated. Dash-dotted and solid lines of

s3d correspond to outer and inner peaks, respectively, and other lines are for

visual aid only. See text for dashed line in scd. F=130.

FIG. 19. Streamwise evolution of the phase pertaining to the five frequen-

cies under consideration. The lines represent linear curve fit to the data.

TABLE II. Phase speeds of the 2D-TS waves and the S2 streaky TS waves

at the five frequencies under consideration.

F 90 110 130 150 170

TS waves sExpt.d 0.38 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.35

TS waves sLPTd 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.38

Streaky TS sExpt.d 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.38 0.39
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reported in Ref. 19 showed indeed that the discrepancies

with the theory previously observed were due to leading

edge effects and thus linear parallel stability theory became

well accepted as a tool to predict the evolution of experimen-

tally induced TS waves in a flat plate boundary layer. In the

parallel approximation such waves are governed by the

coupled Orr–Sommerfeld and Squire equations, and after ap-

plying the normal-mode hypothesis, this results in an eigen-

value problem which in a spatial context is solved for the

complex streamwise wavenumber a for each desired real

frequency ssee, e.g., Ref. 28d. The real part of a sard together

with the angular frequency v defines the phase speed of the

mode considered whereas the imaginary part ai defines the

growth factor.

The relative amplitude ratio ATS /ATS,0 defined as

NsRed = logsATS/ATS,0d = − 2E
Re0

Re

aisRe8dd Re8 s5d

and computed by solving the Orr–Sommerfeld, Squire sys-

tem has been shown to agree well with the experimental data

in a 2D base flow if the inner maximum of the streamwise

velocity amplitude ATS
max is considered.

In the undisturbed 2D case the streamwise eigenfunction

fsRe,hd is not self-similar and the y-integral measure will

differ from the maximum measure. However, since the maxi-

mum measure agrees well with the theoretical NsRed curve

fEq. s5dg, one would like to derive an expression for the

amplification factor corresponding to this integral amplitude

measure based on linear parallel stability theory for a 2D

base flow. This amounts to the following expression

ATS
y = C · E

0

h*

f*sRe,hdexpfNsRedgdh , s6d

where f* is the eigenfunction normalized to unity and C

=ATS,0 /U` disappears when the relative amplitude ratio is

calculated. Since the TS eigenfunction is shifted towards the

wall with increasing Re, its total “area” is reduced and a

smaller amplification is expected from the integral measure

when compared to the maximum measure. This is confirmed

in Fig. 20sad where the two different measures are compared

by using both experimental ssymbolsd and theoretical slinesd
data. Here, the theoretical results are computed using the

spatial linear stability code presented in the work by Frans-

son and Alfredsson.
29

The base flow used in the computa-

tions is the FS boundary layer with m=−0.0046. It can be

seen that the agreement between theoretical and experimen-

tal data is found to be good for both amplitude measures. It is

useful to note that the higher the truncated value of h* is, the

larger becomes the difference between the two amplitude

measures. In Fig. 20sbd both the mean flow and the TS am-

plitudes are plotted at three different spanwise positions

close to branches I and II. The symbols show excellent

agreement with the solid lines, which are the corresponding

theoretical profiles.

2. Linear stability of the streaky base flow

The temporal stability of the streaky boundary layer flow

obtained in the present experimental setup is investigated

numerically. The approached used is described in the work

by Reddy et al.
30

and in Ref. 8, among others. The numerical

code used is the same as in Ref. 30, which allows the calcu-

lation of the full spectrum of the stability operator. The re-

sults are also verified against the numerical simulation of the

flow linear impulse response ssee the work by Brandt et al.
6

for a complete description of the numerical methodd. The

base flow considered pertains to case S2 at Re=650, where

the streak amplitude is about 6% of U`. An experimental

measurement mesh of 64341 points sspanwise and wall-

normal directions, respectivelyd was used as an input to the

calculation to represent one spanwise period of the streaky

base flow. The experimental data are smoothed and made

symmetric and periodic in z in order to be able to perform

our analysis on a spanwise periodic base flow as in Ref. 8.

These operations amount to just a small change of the mea-

sured data. The results of the linear stability calculations are

displayed in Fig. 21 for the fundamental varicose mode. It

has in fact been shown in Ref. 8 that the TS waves evolve

into varicose fundamental modes in the presence of spanwise

modulations of the base flow. The least stable eigenfunction,

computed for a=0.175, is displayed in Fig. 22. This value of

a has been chosen in order to compare the present results

with the streamwise velocity fluctuations reported in Ref. 9

since the associated frequency is F=110. The agreement be-

FIG. 20. sad TS amplification curves of the R case. sbd Shows the wall-

normal mean sUd and TS amplitude sAd profiles for three different spanwise

positions s1, 3, sd close to branches I sRe=351d and II sRe=601d. Solid

lines are the theoretical FS profiles with m=−0.0046. F=130.
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tween the experimental data can be seen as very good. For

this frequency a phase speed cr=0.36 is measured. This

value is slightly lower than those obtained from the stability

calculations fcf. Fig. 21sbdg.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have reported the results of experiments

on the stability of Tollmien–Schlichting waves in a boundary

layer where moderate amplitude streaks are forced by a span-

wise array of roughness elements. For such a moderate am-

plitude of the streaks previous numerical studies, awaiting

full experimental confirmation, predicted that the most un-

stable Tollmien–Schlichting waves grow less than in the ab-

sence of the streaks.

Upon measuring the Tollmien–Schlichting profiles in the

full cross-stream plane we have been able to follow the

downstream evolution of the TS amplitude by considering

the cross-plane integral of its rms velocity urmssy ,zd. This

enables us to experimentally verify the stabilizing action of

the streaks on the TS waves. By repeating the measures with

higher roughness elements, inducing larger amplitude

streaks, we are also able to show that the stabilizing action

on the TS waves increases with the streak amplitude. These

results therefore confirm the numerical predictions reported

in Refs. 7 and 8.

We considered also the streamwise evolution of the TS

wave amplitudes which is obtained when the same amplitude

measures used in previous experimental studies are adopted.

The results on the present streaks are in qualitative accor-

dance with previous studies
14–16

where the streaks were in-

duced in a different way. This indicates that the discrepancies

between these previous experimental works are probably due

to the different definitions of the TS amplitude and not due to

differences in the particular generated streaks.

When the amplitude of the TS wave is computed using

its wall-normal maximum at a given spanwise position, the

TS waves are seen to grow more than in the absence of

streaks in the high-speed streak, whereas in the low-speed

streaks the perturbation increases less in the presence of the

streaks. This is no more true if the wall-normal integral, still

at fixed spanwise location, is considered. In this case, in fact,

the stabilizing effect of the streaks can be seen both in the

high-speed and in the low-speed region. The amplitude mea-

sure based on the wall-normal maximum seems therefore too

sensitive to the downstream evolution of the shape of the

streak. The use of the spanwise integral of the velocity rms at

constant distance from the wall
15

seems to be more appropri-

ate for streaky base flows but it may give different results

depending on the wall-normal position where the measure-

ments are considered. The general conclusion that can be

drawn from this analysis is that, if possible, the integral of

the velocity fluctuation level has to be performed in a cross

plane to fairly estimate the growth or decay of perturbations

evolving on a streaky base flow. In any case, integral mea-

sures should be preferred to measures based on the maxi-

mum values.

The 3D waves evolving on the streaks are also docu-

mented here and the results are in general agreement with the

previous studies. However, it should be noted that mode

shape analysis ssuch as in Fig. 12d can be deceiving and

comparisons with other experiments should be treated with

care since the TS wave shape solely depends on the 3D

modulated base flow and may therefore differ significantly.

FIG. 21. Temporal stability calculation for the streaky base flow S2 at Re=650. sad temporal growth rate vi and sbd phase speed cr vs the streamwise

wavenumber a.

FIG. 22. Theoretical amplitude of the streamwise velocity component for

the 3D-TS wave computed at Re=650 for a=0.175. Contour levels ranging

from 0.1 of the maximum value ûmax to 0.9ûmax, with spacing 0.1ûmax.
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The stabilization achieved in the present study is limited

by the streak amplitude. Using cylindrical roughness ele-

ments we have not been able to generate stable streaks of

amplitude larger than 0.12U`. This is mainly due to an in-

trinsic limitation of the generating device. When the Rey-

nolds number Rek based on roughness element height is

larger than about 400, a vortex shedding instability develops

in the wake behind the element. This time-periodic shedding

induces transition in the otherwise stable streaky boundary

layer. At present it is not clear how to overcome this problem

but future investigation is granted.
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